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Abstract

Objectives: Notch is a conserved pathway involved in cell-
fate determination and homeostasis. Its dysregulation plays a
role in poor prognosis and drug resistance in breast cancer.
Targeting Notch signaling via inhibition of the gamma-
secretase complex is in the spotlight of modern cancer treat-
ments. Gamma-secretase inhibitors (GSI) have shown suc-
cessful clinical activity in treating cancers, yet the possible
resistance mechanism remains unstudied. Modeling the
resistance and understanding culprit molecular mechanisms
can improve GSI therapies. Accordingly, the aim of this study
is to generate and analyze GSI-resistant breast cancer cells.
Methods: Gradually increasing doses of DAPT, a
well-known GSI, were applied to MCF-7 breast cancer cell
lines to generate resistance. Cell viability, migration and
gene expressions were assessed by MTT, wound healing
and qRT-PCR analyses.
Results: DAPT-resistant MCF-7 cells exhibited abnormal
expression of Notch receptors, Notch targets (HES1, HES5,
HEY1), and epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT)
markers (E-cadherin, ZO-1, SNAIL2, N-cadherin) to overcome
the continuous increase in DAPT toxicity by increased
migration through mesenchymal transition.
Conclusions: This study prospects into the role of EMT in
the potential resistance mechanism against DAPT treatment
for breast cancer cells. Complementary targeting of EMT
should be investigated further for a possible effect to
potentiate DAPT’s anti-cancer effects.
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Introduction

Cancer is a collection of diverse, dynamic, and complex
neoplastic diseases that remains the cause of the highest
mortality rate worldwide. Single or combinational drug
treatments have been one of the most efficient ways to treat
various cancers for over sixty years. Even so, there is still a
problem faced in clinical oncology since cancer cells can
show resistance to these therapies [1]. Resistance patterns
against anti-neoplastic drugs are categorized into two;
intrinsic and acquired. Intrinsic resistance is defined as the
lack of initial toxic response per contra, acquired resistance
is induced following the treatment, and both result in the
failure of therapy. Approximately after six to twelve
months of chemotherapy, 30% of breast cancer patients
suffer from recurred cancer that becomes cross-resistant
to multiple anti-neoplastic drugs [2]. Intracellular drug
toxicity is reduced by various mechanisms, including
overexpression of the ATP-Binding Cassette (ABC) transporter
family, the establishment of a pro-tumorigenic microenvi-
ronment, and induction of epithelial-mesenchymal transition
(EMT). Modulating signaling pathways play a crucial role
in overturning the drug’s effects. These pathways are tar-
geted by novel therapeutic strategies to overcome drug
resistance [1, 3].

Notch is a conserved signaling pathway involved in
embryonic development, organogenesis, tissue homeostasis,
cell proliferation, differentiation, and apoptosis regulation.
There are five Notch ligands (Jagged 1, 2, Delta-like 1 (DLL1),
3, and 4) and four receptors (Notch 1, 2, 3, and 4) that interact
non-covalently [4]. Ligand-receptor interaction induces
cleavage of the receptors by the gamma-secretase complex
(Presenilin, PEN2, APH1, and Nicastrin) to release the Notch
intracellular domain (NICD). NICD then translocates into
the nucleus to control gene expression. Notch signaling
regulates various cellular processes such as apoptosis, drug
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resistance, differentiation, proliferation, and cellular ho-
meostasis via direct or indirect regulation of targets such as
HES and HEY family of transcription factors, EMT regula-
tors, cell cycle, and apoptosis-related factors [5]. Dysregu-
lated Notch signaling results in aberrant expression of its
downstream molecular targets and triggers anti- or
pro-tumorigenic traits depending on the cell and tissue
type. Notch signaling is aberrantly activated in breast
cancer, behaving as an oncogene as it triggers breast
tumorigenesis and correlates with poor prognosis and
therapy resistance. Thus, several approaches to inhibit
Notch activity in cancer treatment were developed. Inhi-
bition of the aberrant Notch signaling pathway results in
decreased tumor size, metastasis, and relapse in both
in vivo and in vitro studies [6]. Inhibition of enzymatic ac-
tivity by gamma-secretase inhibitors (GSI), which prevent
the release of NICD, has shown successful clinical outcomes
in treating several cancer types as a single agent and
combined with standard chemotherapeutics [7, 8]. Dual
antiplatelet therapy (DAPT) is an FDA-approved GSI that
inhibits the cleavage of NICD and its release into the cyto-
plasm. DAPT showed successful clinical outcomes in
treating various diseases, including breast cancer [9].
Considering treatment strategies are limited by the drug
resistance phenomenon, the success of DAPT in breast
cancer treatments relies on understanding possible resis-
tance mechanisms against DAPT, which remains unknown.
This study provides a perspective on potential resistance
mechanisms against DAPT treatment in MCF-7 breast can-
cer cells.

Materials and methods

Cell culture and generation of resistant cell line

MCF-7 (ATCC HTB22) breast cancer cells were obtained from ATCC. The
cells were cultured in DMEM (Sigma) containing 1% Penicillin/Strep-
tomycin (Thermo) and 10% fetal bovine serum (Biological Industries)
at 37 °C in 5% CO2 incubation conditions. When they reached the
confluency of 80–90%, cells were washed with phosphate buffer saline
(PBS) and trypsinized (0.05%) for further passaging. A DAPT-resistant
cell line was generated according to McDermott et al.’s published
protocol [10]. Briefly, cells were treated with gradually increasing
doses of DAPT (ADOOQ) (Figure 1A), fromhalf of the IC50 value (IC25) to a
four-fold IC50 value (IC200). Cells were plated into six-well plates,
and 24 h later, the drug treatment started. After reaching 80–90% of
confluency, approximately in ten days, the drug was washed away, and
cells were maintained in a drug-free medium for twenty-four hours.
Then, the cells were visualized under the light microscope for

morphological analysis, flash-frozen for mRNA expression analysis, and
cryofreezed for further experiments. Each dose exposure was repeated
twice. DAPT’s solvent, Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), was included as the
control (Figure 1B).

Viability assay

MTT cell viability assay was used to determine the IC50 dose for DAPT
and to confirm the resistance of the treated cells. Cells were plated
into 48-well plates and treated with increasing doses of DAPT (from
1 nM to 500 µM) or respective solvent control (DMSO) for 24 h. Then
cells were treated with 5 mg/mL of 3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5
Diphenyltetrazolium Bromide (Amnesco) for 4 h, followed by dis-
solving of tetrazolium salts in DMSO. The absorbance values were
measured at 570 nm and 650 nm in a microtiter plate reader (Thermo
ScientificMultiskan Spectrum). Each independent experimental setup
was replicated at least three times and normalized to the control
group.

Wound healing and circularity analysis

The cells (7.5 × 105 cells per well) were grown in monolayer in 24-well
plates. Twenty-four hours later, cells were treated with 5 μg/ml Mito-
mycin C (Santa Cruz) at 37 °C for 3 h. Then themediumwas removed, and
awoundwas generatedwith a sterile 10 μL pipette tip. Following awash
with PBS, cells were monitored in 500 μL of fresh serum-free medium
per well. The woundwasmonitored at three different positions per well
and imaged in 1 h intervals for 24 h using a Leica SP8 microscope at 4x
magnification. Data are represented as the means and ± standard
deviation (SD) of three independent experiments, graphed using
Graphpad PRISM 8. The cells (1 × 104 cells per well) were plated onto
6-well plates for morphological analysis. After 24 h, phase contrast
images were taken at 20x magnification using Leica DMI8 confocal
microscope. The images were analyzed with Image J’s circularity testing
with the circularity baseline set to 4pi (area/perimeter2).

qRT-PCR

1 μg of total RNA, isolated with PureLink RNA Mini isolation kit
(Invitrogen), was used to synthesize cDNA using the RevertAid First
Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit (Fermentas). The qRT-PCR reaction was
carried out on LightCycler 96 Real-Time PCR detection system (Roche)
with Maxima SYBR Green qPCR Master Mix (Fermentas). The
comparative delta-delta Ct method was applied, and TATA box-binding
protein (TBP) expression was used for normalization. PCR reactions
for each gene were repeated three times. The primer sequences are as
follows: NOTCH1 CACTGCGAGGTCAACACAGA, GCACACTCGTCCACATCGTA;
NOTCH2TGTGCCTCAAATCCATGCCT, ATGGTACACCGC'TGACCTTG;NOTCH3
GCAGCGATGGAATGGGTTTC, CTGCCAGGTTGGTGCAGATA; NOTCH4
TTCCACTGTCCTCCTGCCAGAA, HES1: AACACGACACCGGATAAACC,
TCAGCTGGCTCAGACTTTCA; HES5 ACATCCTGGAGATGGCTGTC,
TAGTCCTGGTGCAGGCTCTT; HEY2 AAGATGCTTCAGGCAACAGG,
GCACTCTCGGAATCCTATGC; E-Cadherin CAGCACGTACACAGCCCTAA,
GGTATGGGGGCGTTGTCATT; ZO-1: ATGGAGGAAACAGCTATATGGGA,
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CCAAATCCAAATCCAGGAGCC;N-Cadherin: CCTCCAGAGTTTACTGCCATGAC,
GTAGGATCTCCGCCACTGATTC; SNAIL1 CTAGGCCCTGGCTGCTACAA,
TGTGGAGCAGGGACATTCG; SNAIL2 CTCCTCATCTTTGGGGCGAG,
TTCAATGGCATGGGGGTCTG; TBP TAGAAGGCCTTGTGCTCACC,
TCTGCTCTGACTTTAGCACCTG.

Statistical analysis

One-way ANOVA was used for the statistical analysis of the circularity.
Two-tailed paired t-test was used to assess the statistical significance of
viability, qRT-PCR, and wound healing analyses.

Results

MCF-7 breast cancer cells undergo
morphological changes upon acquired
resistance to DAPT

First, to determine the half-maximal dose (IC50) of the breast
cancer cell line, MCF-7, we applied gradually increasing
doses of DAPT from 1 nM to 500 µM for 24 h. Then, we

Figure 1: The experimental strategy to generate DAPT-resistant MCF-7 cells. (A) DAPT structure is shown on the left. IC50 curve for MCF-7 cells treated
with DAPT is on the right. Cell viability percentagewas plotted against the DAPT concentrations on a logarithmic scale. Data represent themeans and± SD
of two independent experiments and threemeasurements. (B) The schematic explanation of the protocol used to generate DAPT-resistant cells is shown.
Each DAPT treatment was repeated a minimum of twice, along with DMSO controls. Cells were then preserved for further analysis. Viability changes of
DAPT-resistant cells were confirmed with MTT assay.
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analyzed viability byMTT assay and calculated the IC50 value
using GraphPadPrism normalized inhibition response tool
as 18.17 µM (Figure 1A). To model acquired resistance, we
treated MCF-7 cells with gradually increasing doses of DAPT,
from half the value (IC25) up to four times the value (IC200) of
IC50 [10]. Briefly, 24 h after plating the cells in a drug-free
medium, we started the treatment with IC25 of DAPT or an
equal amount of DMSO as control.We refreshed themedium
with DAPT every 48 h. After the cells reached 80–90% of
confluency, we passaged the cells to a fresh plate and
repeated the same protocol applying the same dose, IC25, for
the second round. Then, we transferred the cells to a fresh
plate in a drug-free medium, and the same protocol was
followed with the next dose, which was two times higher
than the previous one (Figure 1B). In the end, we obtained
MCF-7 cells that can grow to 90% confluency in the presence
of IC200 of DAPT, which wewill refer to as MCF-7-R from now
on (Figure 2A). MCF-7 cells, which were treated with the
respective volumes of DMSO throughout the procedure,
were generated as the control (MCF-7-C). The growth rate of
MCF-7-R was not significantly different from the control
MCF-7-C cells (Figure 2B).

MCF-7-R cells showed morphological changes. In
contrast to the control MCF-7-C cells, which have an
epithelial-like phenotype, MCF-7-R cells acquired a more
elongated mesenchymal-like phenotype (Figure 2A, left
panels). To analyze the changes in the morphology, cells
were plated at a lower density and visualized with higher
magnification (Figure 3A). The mean circularity of the con-
trol cells was 0.88, while it was reduced to 0.61 in MCF-7-R
cells, representing a more elongated shape (Figure 3B).
Overall, the data showed that MCF-7 cells resistant to IC200
DAPT acquired a more mesenchymal morphology.

DAPT-resistant MCF-7 cells exhibit increased
migration

Mesenchymalmorphology is often associatedwith increased
migration, a common trait of invasive and metastatic tu-
mors. Drug resistance is also correlated with mesenchymal
characteristics [3]. Thus, we analyzed whether MCF-7-R cells
had an increased migration capacity using a wound healing
assay. While only 13.2% of the open wound was closed by
the control MCF-7-C cells, MCF-7-R cells reduced the gap
by 51.1% in 20 h (Figure 4A and B), indicating a more
migratory phenotype in correlation with the mesenchymal
morphology.

DAPT-resistant MCF-7 cells regulate
expression levels of notch pathway
components and epithelial-mesenchymal
transition markers

The Notch signaling pathway regulates multiple down-
stream targets [11]. To gain a more comprehensive insight
into themechanismbehind the resistance,mRNA expression
profiles of Notch receptors and common downstream tar-
gets were analyzed by quantitative qRT-PCR. In MCF-7-R
cells, mRNA expression of Notch receptors NOTCH1 and
NOTCH2 was downregulated by 50% and 60%, respectively
(Figure 5A). On the other hand, NOTCH3 was upregulated by
2-fold, and NOTCH 4 did not change (Figure 5A). Notch target
genes HES5 and HEY1 were upregulated by 1.8-fold, while
HES1 was decreased by 50% (Figure 5B). Two epithelial
markers showed an opposite trend that E-Cadherin was
increased by 1.3-fold, while ZO-1 was decreased by 50%

Figure 2: DAPT resistance induces morphological changes in MCF-7 cells. (A) Light microscopy images of MCF-7 cells resistant to IC200 DAPT treatment
(MCF-7-R) and DMSO-treated control cells (MCF-7-C) were taken at 24 h and 120 h after DAPT and DMSO treatments, respectively. (Scale bar: 50 μm). (B)
Viability of MCF-7-R and MCF-7-C cells cultured in drug-free media at different time points. Data represents the means and ± SD of two independent
experiments (ns: not significant).
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Figure 3: Circularity analysis of DAPT resistant and control cells. (A) Representative phase-contrast images of MCF-7-C and MCF-7-R cells plated in a
drug-free medium. Red outlines representing the cell borders were used to calculate circularity. (Scale bar, 50 μm). (B) The circularity values (a.u) of
control and resistant cells are shown. Data represent the means and ± SD of randomly selected 200 cells (***p<0.001).

Figure 4: DAPT-resistant MCF-7 cells have increased migration capacity. (A) Time-lapse microscopy images of wound closure of MCF-7-C and MCF-7-R
cells 0, 10, and 20 h after the wound formation. Yellow lines indicate the wound area. (Scale bar: 100 μm). (B) Percentage of open wound area in control
and resistant cells. Data represent the means and ± SD of three independent experiments (**p<0.01).
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(Figure 5C). On the contrary, mRNA expressions of epithelial-
mesenchymal transition (EMT) regulator SNAIL2 and
mesenchymal marker N-Cadherin were increased by two-
and 3-fold, respectively. In contrast, another EMT regulator,
SNAIL1, was not changed in MCF-7-R cells (Figure 5D).
Dysregulated downstream targets of Notch signaling and
EMT markers propose a potential resistance mechanism of
MCF-7 cells against DAPT.

Discussion

The Notch signaling pathway is activated by gamma-
secretase complex-mediated cleavage upon receptor-ligand
interaction [4]. DAPT is used to inhibit gamma-secretase
complex and downregulate Notch signaling activity and was
effective as an anti-neoplastic drug to treat several cancers,
including breast cancer [12]. Its cytotoxic potential adheres
vulnerable to possible resistance phenomena, which
remains unknown. In this study, possible routes to DAPT
resistance in MCF-7 breast cancer cells were investigated.
MCF-7 is an epithelial breast cancer cell line positive for

estrogen and progesterone receptors. MCF-7 cells acquire
resistance against hormone therapies due to the over-
activated Notch signaling pathway. Furthermore, gamma-
secretase inhibitor (GSI) therapies, including DAPT,
increased the success of chemotherapies overall [5, 12, 13].

In MCF-7 cells, the half-maximal toxic dose of DAPT was
observed at 18.17 μM, reflecting a moderate intrinsic or
acquired resistance. Various strategies to obtain resistance
against anti-neoplastic drugs were previously investigated,
and a gradual increase in the doses startingwith IC50 showed
themost successful outcome [10]. Here, we obtainedMCF-7-R
cells, which survive under IC200 DAPT treatment. This value
exceeds the two-fold increase from IC50 that is accepted as
the minimum dose the cells should survive to be considered
resistant [10].

Cancer cells endure constant morphological and
molecular changes to tolerate anti-neoplastic drug treatments.
Phenotypical changes in cancer cells escalate migration and
invasion, which are associated with drug resistance. Accord-
ingly, the most striking observation in the DAPT-resistant
MCF-7-R cells was the morphological shift towards a mesen-
chymal phenotype, accompanied by an increase in migratory

Figure 5: Expression analysis of notch pathway components and EMT markers. mRNA expression levels of (A) notch receptors (NOTCH 1,2,3 and 4),
(B) notch pathway target genes (HES5, HES1, HEY1), (C) epithelial markers (E-cadherin, ZO-1), and (D) mesenchymal markers (SNAIL2, N-cadherin,
and SNAIL1) of MCF-7-C andMCF-7-R cells are shown. Data represent themeans and ± SD of three independent experiments (ns: not significant, *p<0.05,
**p<0.01, ***p<0.001).
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behavior. Alterations in the strictly balanced metabolism urge
cells to undergo morphological and behavioral changes via
epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) [14]. Thus, we inves-
tigated whether EMTmight explain the differences in MCF-7-R
cells. In agreement with the activation of an EMT program, we
observed an increase in EMT regulator SNAIL-2 and mesen-
chymal marker N-Cadherin, while an epithelial marker ZO-1
decreased. ZO-1 downregulation reflects metastatic behaviors
anddrug resistance [15, 16]. In addition to its role in EMT, SNAI2
regulates diverse functions in development and disease,
including cancer, and is regulated by Notch signaling [17–19].
The two other markers, epithelial marker E-Cadherin, and
EMT regulator SNAIL1, were not changed in MCF-7-R cells,
which could be explained by partial EMT or the existence
of transitional states during EMT. The degree of EMT shift is
cell- and context-dependent, which rarely exhibits a fully
differentiated mesenchymal character [20]. Collectively, our
results support the literature inwhich EMT-like transitions are
potential targets of resistance tomultiple anti-neoplastic drugs.
Possible DAPT resistance mechanisms could rely on EMT,
which has pleiotropic functions in cancer, such as favoring the
migratory and invasive behavior, acquisition of stem-cell-like
characteristics, and immune suppression in addition to drug
resistance [21, 22].

Aberrant expression of Notch receptors is correlated
with poor prognosis and recurrence in cancers and is
suggested as a potential cancer biomarker. DAPT-resistant
MCF-7 cells had reduced NOTCH1 receptor and HES1 target
gene, while NOTCH3 receptor, HES5, and HEY1 target genes
were upregulated. Aberrant expression of NOTCH1 induces
stemness, metastasis, and cancer recurrence in T-cell acute
lymphoblastic leukemia, ovarian, breast, colorectal, gastric,
and lung cancer [23–27]. NOTCH2 functions as a tumor
suppressor in laryngeal squamous cell carcinoma and
breast and gastric cancers [28, 29]. Dysregulated expressions
of NOTCH3 and NOTCH4 induce tumorigenesis and
drug resistance in breast and colorectal cancer [30, 31].
Upregulation of NOTCH3 might point to a compensation
mechanism to overcome the effects of GSI treatment. Notch
downstream targets HES5 and HEY1 play an oncogenic
role and stimulate EMT transition, invasion, metastasis,
cancer stemness, and multidrug resistance, whereas HES1
has a tumor-suppressor role in hepatocarcinogenesis,
nasopharyngeal carcinoma and salivary adenoid cystic
carcinoma cells [32–34]. Although we cannot exclude a
Notch-independent mechanism, SNAI2, HES5, and HEY1
induction upon compensatory activation of Notch signaling
over NOTCH3 might trigger an EMT program in MCF-7-R
cells.

In conclusion, we showed that compensatory activation
of Notch signaling and EMT induction could be potential

resistance mechanisms against DAPT treatment in MCF-7
breast cancer cells. Further investigation of molecular
profiles concerning the traits of aggressive tumors will
increase our understanding of possible resistance mecha-
nisms against GSI. Currently, GSI treatments receive interest
in both pre-clinical and clinical stages and focusing on
managing potential resistance responses against GSI will
prolong success in cancer treatment.
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